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Harry es un perrito blanco con manchas negras al que todo le gusta . . . excepto baÃ±arse. AsÃ
que un dÃa antes del baÃ±o, Harry se escapa. Se pasa el dÃa, jugando en la calle y pronto estÃ¡
tan sucio que se convierte en un perro negro con manchas blancas. Ahora Harry tiene un
problema: Â¡su propia familia no lo reconoce!
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I purchased this book with the intention of reading it to a group of 150 impoverished Ecuadorian
children in Quito, Ecuador. The children range in age from 5-11. THEY LOVED IT!! They were
particularly responsive to the funny,mischeivous antics of Harry as they oohed and aahed after I
had finished reading each page! It was a good lesson about how to be yourself too. The children
immediately shouted "otra vez!" after the first reading. I obliged with 2 more readings!

The most important thing for me about the spanish versions of the children's book is the translation
from the original version. They did a great job with this one, I would definetly recommend for
someone who is raising a bilingual kid.

The images look wonderful, the text is large and appropriate for young children. The Spanish

translation is overall very good, surprisingly! One page says "Se lanzÃ³ escaleras arriba" and such
verbal choice is not typical of Puerto Rican Spanish. We don't say "He threw himself up the stairs,"
odd construction. Other than that, which is a minor detail that can be skipped when reading by
replacing it with another word, the book is truly nice.

I am a bilingual speech pathologist. I bought both the English and spanish book. The students Pk
through 5th grade loved learning different things with this book. After reading it, we played with
plastic dogs in a plastic bowl full of dirt and washed them with a brush.

El mejor libro en espaÃ±ol para niÃ±os de 2 aÃ±os. Los mantiene entretenidos aun en uns historia
larga. Los dibujos son espectaculares, old style.

It's a delightful book in the original, which I read as a child, and just as good in the Spanish
translation. The language seems just right. My 21-month-old instantly loved it and currently wants it
read to her daily (sometimes several times in a row). She enjoys the illustrations--simple but full of
things to look at--and loves searching for "Hawwy" on every page as he gets dirtier and dirtier. And
it's just the right length for the attention span of a book-loving toddler (but a toddler nonetheless!).

Its a fun, touching story about a dog that ends up loving the very brush that he despises at the
beginning of the story. Good message and my daughter requests it every night:)

Our Spanish is pretty limited, but this is a great book for improving it as the pictures really tell the
story and my son loves (and, I think, identifies) with the dog that doesn't want to bathe.
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